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ABSTRACT

1

In scientific research, the independent reproduction of experimental
results is the source of trust. The release of experimental artifacts
enables the reproduction of results; however, additional efforts of
researchers are required to prepare and document their experiments
accordingly. To honor this increased effort, multiple initiatives were
implemented to incentivize the creation and release of experimental
artifacts, e.g., awards for papers that provide experimental artifacts.
In this work, we want to propose a novel approach toward a
reproducible research—a structured experimental workflow that
allows the creation of reproducible experiments without requiring
additional efforts of the researcher. Moreover, we present our own
testbed and toolchain, namely, plain orchestrating service (pos),
which enables the creation of such experimental workflows. The experiment is documented by our proposed, fully scripted experiment
structure. Further, we consider the entire experimental workflow
from experiment orchestration, to data measurement, to result evaluation. In addition, pos provides scripts that enable the automation
of the bundling and release of all the created experimental artifacts. In this case study, we release one of our own experiments
together with the necessary tools so that others can reproduce our
experiment. Additionally, we provide an interactive environment
where pos experiments can be executed and reproduced, which is
available at https://gallenmu.github.io/pos-artifacts.

Research is ultimately referred to as the search for truth. Typically,
the scientific truth cannot be revealed through a single measurement or observation, but through experimental validation of others
who independently recreated their own measurements, verifying
the original results. In computer science, this essential recreation is
often neglected due to various reasons, such as low appreciation
of the replicated results in the scientific community or the requirement of an additional effort of researchers to adequately prepare
experimental data. To foster the recreation of experimental results,
the ACM [6] introduced badges—awards for papers that invest the
additional time and effort to make their results reproducible. Based
on the quality of the provided artifacts, the badges come in different
types depending on how and by whom the results can be recreated.
The ACM considers three different stages for reproducibility: repeatability, the same people use the same setup to repeat results;
reproducibility, different people use the same setup to reproduce
results; replicability, different people use different setups to replicate results. Please note that we used the revised version of the
ACM’s definition released in August 2020. In the revised version,
the definitions for reproducibility and replicability are swapped to
match the more common definitions of NISO [6].
In the scientific community, many agree with the benefits of reproducibility and its incentivization owing to the increased effort in
the preparation and release of artifacts for reproduction [13, 31, 37].
Among the proposed solutions, the common theme is the introduction of incentives as a form of compensation for the increased
workload. We aim to approach the problem from a different perspective: reduce the amount of work that researchers have to put into
making their experiments reproducible. However, our proposed solution is not a replacement but rather a complement to the current
reward-based approaches.
We present a methodology for network experiments that relies
on an automated experimental workflow. To implement such a
methodology, we created our own testbed and software toolchain,
which is called plain orchestrating service (pos). Our testbed depends on fully scripted experiments to document and automate the
experimental workflow to enable the experiments to be repeatable.
Our methodology further introduces an experimental structure
that divides the experiments into setup, experiment, and evaluation
phases, in addition to the division between experiment scripts and
experiment parameters. This structure facilitates in the documentation of experiments that can be easily shared with others to achieve
reproducibility, which requires little additional effort. Using the
structured experimental approach and our toolchain, the experiment can be prepared for publication to enable others to replicate
the experiments.
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INTRODUCTION
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Our paper aims to (i) introduce a methodology that enables
inherently reproducible experiments by following our proposed
experimental workflow, (ii) establish experimental designs that
support the researcher to create publishable artifacts with only little
additional effort required, and (iii) demonstrate how researchers can
easily understand and recreate the results of our sample network
experiments. In this paper, we present an example experiment
and provide all experimental artifacts, including the experimental
results, the scripts that enable their creation, and the evaluation.
In addition, we provide access to a virtual instance of our testbed
infrastructure, which demonstrates that the provided artifacts can
be easily reused by others and easily created and published by
experiment creators.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 investigates the state of the art in the area of reproducible network
experiments and testbeds. We define our requirements and present
our design for a purpose-built testbed in Sec. 3 and 4. A case study
demonstrates a network experiment in this testbed (Sec. 5). In Sec. 6,
we compare pos to other testbeds and Sec. 8 concludes the paper.
Finally, Appendix A documents the experimental workflow for the
reproduction of our case study.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

For many years, the SIGCOMM community [12] has been discussing
the topic of reproducibility. Here, we discuss recent developments
particularly focusing on tools and testbeds that facilitate in the
creation of reproducible experiments.
Reproducibility. In 2015, Collberg and Proebsting [13] studied
the replicability of computer science publications. They concluded
that the lack of replicability is considered to be sociological, not technological, as little reward can be gained from replication. This issue
can be solved in the long term only by a cultural change toward
the appreciation of replication. However, as a short-term solution,
they suggested that the funding agencies should provide funds dedicated to making publications repeatable. More recent developments
have suggested that in computer science, reproducibility is gaining
considerable attention. In 2017, a workshop focusing on replicable
network experiments was held at the SIGCOMM conference [11].
In 2019, a Dagstuhl seminar on this topic was held, in which guidelines for replicable network experiments have been established [8].
These guidelines consider the entire lifecycle of an experiment:
from the experiment description and execution, to evaluation and
finally the publication of artifacts. The push toward reproducibility
is not limited to SIGCOMM. Other scientific communities are also
currently establishing a culture of experiment replication, as well
as Artifact Evaluation Committees [21]. Recently, Saucez et al. [31]
evaluated the Artifact Evaluation Committees of CoNEXT’18 and
other SIGCOMM-sponsored conferences and journals. A survey
conducted on the authors and reviewers considered the gained
experience to be useful and interesting. However, the evaluation
can be time-consuming for reviewers. Although considerable attention is paid to reproducibility, achieving it is difficult. Zilberman
recently conducted a case study [36], demonstrating that even papers awarded with ACM’s reusable badge may not paint a complete
picture of the investigated system behavior. She found that low
robustness, i.e., small variation from the original input, such as
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the investigated packet size, could lead to a significantly different
performance.
Testbeds. Currently, there are numerous initiatives for maintaining and providing testbeds for distributed computing and networking research, e.g., Fed4Fire (EU) [1], OneLab (EU) [4], Grid’5000
(France) [3], Planetlab (global) [5], or GENI (USA) [2]. The included
testbeds specialize in different areas, such as wired networks, 5G,
Internet of Things, or Internet-scale measurements. For this paper, we consider testbeds that target a domain similar to pos, i.e.,
wired networks and nodes that scale across multiple racks and
sites. Nussbaum [24] investigated three testbeds (Chameleon [22],
CloudLab [30], and Grid’5000 [9]) that are similar to pos. He focused on their ability to execute reproducible network experiments
and concluded that the investigated testbeds are indeed capable
of performing such experiments. However, the testbeds neither
guarantee nor enforce the creation of reproducible experiments.
Zhuang et al. [35] evaluated the testbeds Emulab, PlanetLab, Seattle,
and GENICloud for teaching. They found several problems, such as
involuntary configuration changes during the running experiments
and fluctuating bandwidths that may impact the repeatability of
the experiments running on these testbeds.
Methodologies. In contrast to testbeds, methodologies introduce concepts to structure and execute experiments. OMF [28] is
a testbed controller, which has its own domain-specific language
(DSL) to program network experiments. Similar to pos, OMF enables
the creation of reproducible experiments relying on automation.
The DSL of OMF allows the specification of complex experimental
workflows as Petri nets. The pos methodology assumes a simpler
experimental workflow, indicating that its API is easier to learn
and use. Peuster et al. [26] propose SNDZoo, a repository for reproducible network experiments and a toolchain to reproduce them.
Their tools and experiments are focused on containers and VMs.
Thanks to the tight integration of methodology and testbed, pos
additionally supports low-level hardware experiments. In 2011,
Quereilhac et al. [27] presented NEPI, a network experimentation
framework that supports various backends such as PlanetLab, netns,
or ns-3. pos’ methodology goes a step further in experiment design
than NEPI, considering subsequent experiment steps such as the
evaluation and later publication of data.
pos consists of two entities—its methodology and a testbed implementing this methodology. Both cojointly designed with reproducibility in mind. While other testbeds only offer the possibility
of creating repeatable experiments, the pos methodology enforces
repeatability. Given the access to a pos-capable testbed and experiment files, others can reproduce the experiments, a property that
we call reproducibility by design. By following the experimental
workflow of pos, reproducible experiments can be created with the
requirement of little additional effort (cf. Sec. A). pos cannot ensure
replicability; however, the created experimental artifacts document
the experiments to enable other researchers to easily replicate such
experiments. The full automation of the experimental workflow
further attempts to address the issue of low robustness.

3

REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

The following analysis introduces the requirements for reproducible
network experiments.
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Heterogeneity (R1). Networks involve a wide variety of participants, such as embedded, resource-constrained devices, packet
processing software on off-the-shelf hardware, smartNICs built
to accelerate specific network tasks, and switches with dedicated
ASICs. To achieve effective experiments, a testbed must be able to
adapt to different devices.
Isolation (R2). Network experiments are inherently distributed
across devices, with each device potentially impacting the behavior
of other devices and, therefore, the experimental outcome. We aim
to observe device behavior only influenced by devices that are part
of the experimental network. Therefore, our testbed must provide
means to isolate the experimental network from non-investigated
devices that may introduce unwanted effects into the experiment.
Recoverability (R3). Experiment-driven science often involves
an investigation of objects using the trial-and-error approach. For
network experiments, such an approach requires constant alteration
and modification of the experimental network and its devices. Such
an approach may ultimately cause network malfunction or failure.
The testbed must be able to recover from a fully configured, a
misconfigured, or even an error state, so that experiments can be
restarted or restored from the same, well-defined, initial state.
Automation (R4). Accurately setting up network devices may
involve several steps or complex configuration files. A correct setup
is crucial to the performance of network devices and subsequently
to the recreation of experiments. Full automation makes the setup
phase less error-prone and time-consuming than a manual setup.
Publishability (R5). The availability of scripts, results, and evaluation tools is essential to achieve replicability. Well-documented
experimental artifacts provide others with the necessary information to replicate experimental results. A testbed should lower the
barrier for researchers to publish the experimental artifacts.

4

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

We are not aware of a testbed that adheres to a methodology meeting all identified requirements, inherent to pos’ design.

4.1

Experiment Methodology

We define the network experiment as the entire process that configures, performs, evaluates, and optionally publishes measurements.
Our network experiments are parameterized with variables or vars.
We investigate different instances for the variables during an experiment. We call the execution of one concrete instance measurement
run or short run and the outcome of each measurement run a result.
Fig. 1 presents typical entities in a network experiment. The
testbed controller manages the entire experimental workflow. The
two other roles in this experiment are experiment hosts. One device
is the device under test (DuT), which is the object of the investigation for an experiment and the other device is the load generator
(LoadGen), which generates the traffic sent to the DuT and receives
processed traffic from the DuT. The number of experiment devices
can be scaled. Here, we focus on a minimal topology.

4.2

Testbed Implementation

To support the different experiment devices (R1), pos implements
two APIs: an initialization and a configuration interface. An example of the former used by pos to reset and boot servers is IPMI.
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Controller
LoadGen
DuT
Figure 1: Typical testbed topology

Our testbed controller does not depend on the availability of IPMI:
alternatives are other management APIs, such as Intel’s vPro or
AMD’s Pro features, or a remotely switchable power plug that triggers a device reboot. The mentioned APIs allow the initialization
of a device to be triggered out of band (R3), i.e., the devices can be
reinitialized in the case of configuration errors.
After initialization of an experimental device, the configuration
interface is used to configure the device and execute the experiment.
For a typical Linux server, we use SSH as the configuration interface.
IPMI and SSH are given only as examples; thus, they can be replaced
with different protocols, depending on the APIs provided by the
experiment hosts. pos supports configuration and initialization
APIs for devices via SNMP or HTTP. To support devices requiring
other protocols, an implementation for the respective API can be
added to pos. The entire initialization process and configuration
of a network device is automated via user-defined scripts (R4). To
avoid any shared state between the different executions of the
experiment, pos relies on live-boot images. Such images enforce
repeatability, as the OS repeatedly starts from a well-defined state,
and the researcher must automate and thereby document the device
configuration (R3 and R4). To prevent any influence of switches
or hubs on the observed results (R2), our testbed employs direct
wiring between experiment hosts.
Load Generators. One of the essential elements of a network
experiment is the used traffic source. Typical experiments in our
testbed use synthetic traffic created at runtime by a packet generator [17, 18, 32]. However, other experiments use pcaps of recorded
traffic. Most of our experiments use MoonGen [16] owing to its
ability to support user-defined scripts to generate packets during
runtime or to replay pcaps. Its precision and accuracy for packet
generation and latency measurements is superior to other software
packet generators [15]. However, pos does not solely depend on
MoonGen. Other software packet generators, such as iPerf, can be
run on off-the-shelf or even virtualized experiment hosts.
Our flexible testbed architecture also enables the integration of
hardware packet generators, such as OSNT. OSNT is based on the
NetFPGA platform [7], which can be integrated into experiment
hosts as PCIe cards. Packet creation or pcap replay can be managed
by experiments through their respective host servers. Hardware
packet generators may also come in the form of tightly integrated
systems, e.g., Intel’s Tofino ASIC built into switches. In that case,
the entire device can be added to the testbed as a new experiment
host and managed through the provided configuration APIs.

4.3

pos Experimental Structure

To achieve replicability, other researchers must understand the
experimental artifacts. Therefore, we enforce a specific structure to
program pos experiments.
The user-programmable experiment scripts distinguish two different file types: script and parameter files. This idea is inspired

Evaluation Measurement Phase Setup Phase
Phase
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by HTML and CSS; HTML defines the structure of a text, CSS its
design. In the pos experiment structure, the scripts define the individual steps of the experiment, and the variables define the concrete
instance of a measurement run. For instance, a script file defines
the initialization of a network port with the name $PORT, the variable file assigns $PORT the value eno1. This separation allows the
experiments to be executed in a different setup by merely adapting
the variables without the need to change the script files.
To further elucidate the experimental structure, we used different
scripts for the different participating experiment hosts and for the
different phases of an experiment. Each experiment host requires
two exclusive script files: setup, which defines the experiment host
configuration, and measurement, which defines the active phase of
a measurement run that generates results. Thereby, a script can be
any executable, e.g., python or bash, that can be executed on the
target device. The script contains the sequence of commands to
execute, e.g., starting or stopping iPerf.
To parameterize the experiment scripts, pos provides three different kinds of variables, depending on which experiment host has
access and where the variables are utilized in the experimental
workflow: global vars, accessible from all experiment hosts; local
vars, defined for each experiment host; and loop vars, shared across
all experiment hosts, but continuously changed between different
measurement runs.

4.4

pos Experimental Workflow

In Fig. 2, the script, variable, and result files that describe the highlevel workflow of an experiment are presented, code examples for
each file are available [20]. From top to bottom, the workflow is
separated into the three subsequent phases: setup, measurement,
and evaluation.
Setup Phase. The testbed controller host executes the main
experiment script defining the experiment workflow. This script
interacts with the pos API to execute multiple actions. First, it

allocates the desired devices—the workflow presented in Fig. 2 allocates two devices: the DuT and LoadGen. As we operate a multiuser
testbed, we use an integrated calendar to temporally separate the
experimental devices between users. Only if the calendar indicates
that the devices are free for the planned duration of the experiment,
the allocation can be created. This allows sharing testbed nodes
between all users and running multiple independent experiments
in parallel. Further, using a node in more than one experiment at
the same time is prohibited.
Afterwards, the devices are configured by loading the global and
loop variables. The local variables are loaded for each experiment
host. Moreover, a live image is selected for every device, and boot
parameters can be set. For reproducible boots, we use live images
and start every experiment using the same clean slate (R3). Utilizing
the Debian snapshot project [25], we can create live images with
specific version numbers for the kernel and the installed packages.
Finally, the experiment script instructs pos to start the devices,
whereby the boot is internally executed using the respective initialization interface. This abstraction improves the usability for
users, as they do not need to take care of boot specifics (R1) but
can still define experiment-specific boot parameters, e.g., for the
Linux kernel. Once the experiment hosts have finished booting, pos
deploys a set of utility tools before the setup scripts can be loaded
and executed to complete the setup phase.
These tools can be used in the setup or measurement scripts;
read or communicate variables and synchronize hosts using barriers.
Further, any command can be executed via pos’ tools. The output
of these commands is automatically captured and uploaded to the
testbed controller as a result.
Measurement Phase. During the measurement runs, pos executes the measurement script for every node. The number of executions depends on the number of individual parameters contained
in the loop variables file. Each of these parameters can represent
either a single value or a list of values. pos experiments perform
measurements for each possible combination of loop parameters. If
lists are used as parameters, pos automatically generates the cross
product over all parameter values to ensure full coverage. For every
set of values contained in the calculated cross product, it executes
the measurement script once. Parameters must be carefully chosen,
as the exponential growth in the measurement runs may cause
infeasibly long experiment completion times.
pos automatically queues one run after another, starting the
next only after the current run has been completed. The complete
output of the experiment script is captured and stored in the result folder of the experiment. This enforced central collection of
artifacts, including the output of the utility tools, executed scripts,
variables, device hardware and topology information, guarantees
publishability (R5).
Evaluation Phase. The evaluation script processes the result
files either after all runs have been completed or asynchronously
during their runtime. Due to the enforced structure of experiments,
pos creates separate result files for each measurement run. Additionally, pos creates metadata for each run, i.e., the loop parameters
of a specific run. Based on this metadata, the evaluation script can
filter or aggregate specific parameters and values. We integrated a
parser for MoonGen’s output into our plotting scripts. The MoonGen output, in conjunction with the available metadata, allows
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5

CASE STUDY

We demonstrate the capabilities of pos using one of our own experiments. In Appendix A of this paper, we included a detailed description on how to replicate this experiment, including the access
to a virtual instance of the testbed and the repository containing
the experimental artifacts.
Setup. We use MoonGen as the load generator to measure the
forwarding performance of our DuT, the Linux router, for packets
with different sizes (64 and 1500 B). We chose the Linux router
to demonstrate our experiment workflow, as software routers are
typical targets for network experiments [10, 14, 29]. We perform a
throughput measurement on two different platforms: pos, which
uses real hardware in our testbed and vpos, which is a virtual clone
of the testbed.
The DuT in the hardware testbed runs Debian Buster (kernel
v4.19) on a system with two Intel Xeon Silver 4214 CPUs (12 cores,
2.2 GHz) and an Intel 82599 NIC (dual port, 10 Gbit/s) that is directly
connected to the load generator. The Linux router forwards the
traffic between its two network ports to the hardware NIC.
The virtual testbed runs on the hardware and OS of the previously described DuT, using KVM as a hypervisor. The VMs running
the experiment are pinned to fixed CPU cores to avoid unwanted
resource sharing. We use Linux bridges for the connection between
the experiment VMs.
Evaluation. The performance results of the experiments naturally differ between pos and vpos. In Fig. 3a, a maximum forwarding performance of 1.75 Mpps (for 64 B packets) and 0.8 Mpps
(for 1500 B packets) for the bare-metal Linux router (DuT) is presented. The lower throughput for the larger packet size is caused
by the 10 Gbit/s limit of the used NIC. The virtualized Linux router
(cf. Fig. 3b) forwards packets without drops at a maximum rate of
0.04 Mpps, regardless of the packet size. Beyond 0.04 Mpps, the forwarding performance becomes unstable if the system is overloaded,
which is evident in the throughput differences between the packet
sizes. The generation performance is stable between the two setups
for the investigated packet rates.
With a decrease in the maximum forwarding throughput by a
factor of up to 44 and an increase in variance in the virtualized
environment, how can both setups be compared? While the raw

LoadGen - 64 B
LoadGen - 1500 B
Avg. Pkt. Rate [Mpps]

the automated evaluation of experiments. Our plotting scripts can
create throughput figures and latency distributions out-of-the-box
using a set of different representations (line plot, histogram, CDF,
HDR, and violin plot). The generated plots are exported to multiple formats, e.g., tex, svg, and pdf. Researchers can add their own
parsers to support other packet generators or output formats. In
addition, they can adapt or extend the evaluation script to reflect
the concrete experiment setting and to create custom graphs.
Our structured experimental workflow allows all artifacts linked
to an experiment to be connected, i.e., executed scripts, generated
results, and created plots. The publication script bundles these artifacts into a release format, e.g., an archive or a repository. In
addition, it generates a website and inserts all the collected artifacts
documenting the experimental structure in a format that can be
easily read by researchers.
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Figure 3: Generated (LoadGen) vs. forwarded rate (DuT)

performance figures cannot be compared, the underlying tendencies stay the same. We can still see that the number of processed
packets affects the drop-free forwarding performance, but not the
packet size. For both platforms, bare-metal and VM, the measured
maximum throughput is forwarded regardless of the packet size, as
long as no bandwidth limits are hit, e.g., Ethernet bandwidth limit.
Another essential feature of our experimental workflow is that
the underlying experiment scripts, result file format, and subsequent processing scripts are the same for both setups. The experiment scripts can be developed in the virtual environment. Subsequently, the experiment can be executed on real hardware with
no or minimal changes to the experiment script. In addition, the
behavior of the virtual testbed is close to the real system; thus, the
fundamental tendencies may already be visible in the virtualized
setup. We do not assert that this highly similar behavior works for
all kinds of network experiments. However, even in this case, the
virtual testbed may come in handy as a debugging facility, without
the need to occupy experiment nodes in the real testbed.

6

TESTBED VS. METHODOLOGY

For the following comparison we have to consider the two main
aspects, our proposed methodology and the testbed that realizes
our methodology, separately.
Our testbed offers researchers a high degree of freedom to
design and execute experiments, with user-controlled scripts and
root access on the experiment nodes. We used pos in the past for
entirely different experiments: distributed network experiments
involving 15 nodes [34], low-latency analysis of single network
nodes [18], and as a mere development environment for packet
processing software [16]. As a testbed, the capabilities of pos neither
stand out nor back compared with its main competitors [9, 22, 30].
Through pos’ well defined interfaces, support for new devices can
easily be added. While we prefer directly wired nodes, pos also
allows adding remote nodes to the testbed, e.g., via VLANs or VPNs.
Our methodology describes a well-structured experiment workflow that provides attractive features for network experiments: First,
following the pos methodology, experiments can be reproduced
on different platforms with minor additional effort. Second, the
pos experiment result files can be prepared for publication [19]
with minimal overhead for the researcher. Though researchers may
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Testbed

Chameleon [22]
CloudLab [30]
Grid’5000 [9]
OMF [28]
NEPI [27]
SNDZoo [26]
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Methodology

Heterog.
(R1)

Isolat.
(R2)

Recover.
(R3)

Autom.
(R4)

Publish.
(R5)

✓
✓
✓

◦
◦
◦

✓
✓
✓

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

pos

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

✓
✓
✓
✓ fully supported ◦ partially supported × not supported

×
×
◦

Table 1: Comparison between testbeds
create reproducible experiments on other testbeds [24], pos’ measurement methodology, by design, creates reproducible experiments
with publishable results. The preparation of easily publishable results minimizes the effort for the researcher and the release of
experimental artifacts enables others to replicate the experiment.
The clear structure of our experiments can also serve as documentation so that experiments can be easily understood by people who
are familiar with the high-level concept of our workflow. The intentionally simple two-node setup of our case study, illustrates the
unique strengths of pos as a methodology.
Our comparison between pos and other testbeds and methodologies in Table 1 is based on the established requirements (cf.
Sec. 3). We split our comparison into testbed-related (R1–R3) and
methodology-related requirements (R4–R5). Compared to other
testbeds, pos offers similar features regarding support for heterogeneous hard- and software (R1) and recoverability from failures (R3).
There is a difference in the experiment isolation (R2), where pos
provides a stronger isolation due to directly wired, non-switched
connections between experiment nodes. However, large-scale experiments may prefer the other testbeds that offer more flexible
topologies on switched networks. All methodologies, including pos,
support experiment automation (R4). However, we noticed differences concerning publishability (R5). In OMF or NEPI, the evaluation of experiments is not part of the experiment workflow. SNDZoo
also considers the evaluation part of its workflow, however, pos
provides basic, auto-generated throughput and latency plots. In
addition pos creates a website listing all experiment artifacts.
Due to pos’ methodology the experiments follow a clearly structured workflow resulting in highly structured output files garnished
with metadata. The structured workflow documents the experiment,
supports evaluation, and simplifies the publication, finally fostering
third-party replication. We created the pos testbed as a specialized
tool to perform experiments requiring low-level, directly wired
access to our DuTs. However, its methodology is not limited to this
specific testbed or our preferred two-node setup. Though created
in unity, the pos testbed and its methodology are not inseparable.
Given a suitable environment (cf. Sec. 3), the methodology may be
implemented on other testbeds.

7

LIMITATIONS

The following limitations only apply to the testbed not to its methodology. Network experiments depend on the topology of the investigated network. Typically, we are interested in measuring the

behavior of our DuT without any impact on other interconnecting
devices, such as switches or routers. Therefore, we use networks
with direct non-switched connections. Direct connections have the
disadvantage that topologies cannot be automatically created or
recreated. Moreover, it requires the researcher to physically wire
the network topology. There exist optical L1 switches that allow
the fibers to be optically linked, which add a constant delay offset due to the internal wiring of the switch. The impact of such
a switch on forwarding delay is lower than 15 ns [23], which is
significantly lower than that of an L2 cut-through switch, which
is approximately 300 ns [33]. Such a setup allows the automation
of the topology with a predictable, low impact on delay. However,
our testbed is not equipped with such an optical switch due to its
high cost.
The recreation of results is currently limited to configurations
accessible from the OS. However, there may be configurations that
influence the packet processing performance, such as BIOS settings
or NIC firmware. Setting these configurations via pos would be
possible. However, BIOS configurations or flashing firmware differs
across different manufacturers. Currently, due to the lack of standardized interfaces, pos does not support automated configurations.
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CONCLUSION

Numerous researchers have proposed ways to embed and foster
the spirit of reproducibility in our scientific community through
different measures, such as badging, awarding of replicability prizes,
or merely allowing appendices that explain experiment replication.
We propose a fundamentally different approach: rather than increasing the incentives for researchers to make their experiments
reproducible, we reduce the amount of effort that they have to
invest in making their experiments reproducible.
Despite the different approach, our methodology does not replace
the incentives for replicable research but complements them. We
perceive our methodology as an additional cobblestone besides the
incentives in the street toward a community where experiment
replication is the rule rather than the exception.
We operate a virtual testbed as a service to enable other researchers to try out pos in their browsers. We do not require researchers to set up their own instance of pos. Instead, we provide
them browser access to a virtual instance, which we call vpos. A significant advantage of our experimental workflow is that the virtualized experiments can be executed on any pos-driven testbed. Scientists can register experiments at https://virtualtestbed.net.in.tum.de,
so their experiments can be executed on pos based on real hardware.
Recreating the vpos experiment on pos, further demonstrates that
this experiment can be reproduced successfully.
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A

APPENDIX

This is the description of the presented sample experiment (cf.
Sec. 5), which provides the means to retrace the experimental workflow in a step-by-step manner, thus reproducing the experimental
results available [19]. In addition, we use GitHub’s website creator
to document the contents of this repository [20], where we list and
explain these artifacts.

A.1

Virtual Testbed

To reproduce the results of the case study, we provide access to
our virtual testbed via the web browser. vpos can be accessed at
https://virtualtestbed.net.in.tum.de. This web service allows the creation of separate vpos instances with a single click. After booting
one of these instances, a connection to this instance can be established with a second click that starts the web shell of our virtual
testbed controller host called vkaunas.

A.2

Sebastian Gallenmüller, Dominik Scholz, Henning Stubbe, Georg Carle

folder /srv/testbed/results/user/default/[timestamp]/*.
The pos-artifacts repository contains a copy of our own results in
the folder results/2020-10-12_11-20-32_230471.
Evaluation phase After the end of the measurement phase, the
results can be evaluated. The plotting scripts are contained in the
plot_scripts folder of our repository. We created our own plotter
that can directly parse the output of the MoonGen packet generator and pos result files to generate plots that are iterated over the
defined loop parameters. The plotting scripts can use throughput
and latency data created by MoonGen. However, in our VM, we
cannot generate latency measurements, due to the limited hardware
support. Therefore, we only create the throughput plots. The plot
scripts put the generated files into the figures folder. For this experiment, we do not call the plotting script directly but rather create
the publish.py script to do the job. In addition to creating plots,
this script also prepares the experiment for publishing. Listing 2
contains the command to execute the publication script.

Experiment Reproduction

This section explains the experiment according to the three phases
of the pos workflow.
Setup phase All the commands to start the experiment are
provided in Listing 1. To reproduce the experimental results, the first
step is to clone our repository on vkaunas. The experiment scripts
can be found in the experiment subfolder of the cloned repository.
The experiment.sh file initiates the experiment, requiring two
arguments that determine which hosts to use as LoadGen and DuT.
All machines in vpos have the same number of CPU cores and RAM;
therefore, any two of the available nodes can be selected. For our
experiments, we selected vriga as the load generator and vtartu as
the DuT. The experiment script uses the testbed controller pos to
allocate both experiment hosts, load all the necessary parameters
(namely local, global, and loop), set the image to Debian Buster, and
trigger a reboot. After booting, the setup scripts are executed on the
DuT and the LoadGen. pos synchronizes the end of the setup phase
between the two hosts, i.e., the experiment continues only after
all the experiment hosts have completed their setup. The entire
experiment runs for approximately 3 h.
Listing 1: Commands to start the experiment
cd /home/user
git clone https://github.com/gallenmu/pos-artifacts
cd /home/user/pos-artifacts/experiment
./experiment.sh vriga vtartu

Measurement phase At the end of the setup phase, pos schedules multiple runs of the measurement.sh files on DuT and LoadGen depending on the loop-variables.yml file. For this experiment, we defined two parameters in the loop variables file: packet
size (pkt_sz) and rate (pkt_rate). Both parameters contain lists
with two entries for the packet size (64 and 1500 B) and 30 entries for
the packet rate (10 000 to 300 000 packets/s). To investigate each possible combination of the packet size and rate, pos calculates the cross
product, which results in a total of 60 individual measurements. In
addition, pos schedules a separate measurement run for each of the
possible combinations. During the execution of the measurement,
pos displays a bar visualizing the progress of the experiment. The
results of the measurement runs are uploaded to vkaunas into the

Listing 2: Experiment evaluation/publication
cd /home/user/pos-artifacts
pip3 install -r plot_scripts/requirements.txt
python3
-x
-r
-g

publish.py \
/home/user/pos-artifacts/experiment \
/srv/testbed/results/user/default/[timestamp] \
https://github.com/[username]/[reponame]

cp -r /srv/testbed/results/user/default/[timestamp] \
/home/user/pos-artifacts/results

Publication To enable data exchange between the user’s computer and vpos, we recommend the use of a GitHub repository.
The link to this GitHub repository is used as a parameter for the
publish.py script where users select their own [username] and
[reponame]. After running the publication script, the figures folder
contains the generated plots. To take a look at the generated plots,
the created svg files can be uploaded. To preserve all the experimental artifacts, the entire content of the pos-artifacts folder can
be uploaded to the created repository. If these contents are pushed
to the gh-pages branch, a website [20] will be created and hosted
by GitHub. The website contains a README.md file that lists the
contents of the repository. Authors may choose to either add all the
created artifacts to the released repository or to specifically select
the artifacts they want to publish.

